Year 2’s Term 3 Best Bits
What a busy term Year 2 have had!
We started our term by learning to write
detailed instructions after making our very own
healthy smoothie.
We put our cooking skills to the test with
CaterEd and made vegetable griddle cakes,
learning how to carefully and safely use a
knife to chop vegetables. We made sure to
make a healthy meal after learning about
balanced diets and the ‘Eat Well Plate’.
To understand the importance of hygiene and
hand washing, we are experimenting what will
happen to bread that has been touched with
clean and unclean hands. When we come back
in Term 4, we can see what has happened to
our bread. Check it out on our class windows!
The infection control unit from Derriford hospital kindly lent us a light
box and gel to test our skills at handwashing. We soon learnt we often
forgot our nails so have been learning the NHS top tips.
Wechfie
ended this Term reading The Bear and the Piano by
David Litchfield. We have enjoyed using expanded noun
phrases, fronted adverbials and similes to make our
character and setting descriptions truly amazing. We have
even been reading snippets of Harry Potter to inspire us!
Our favourite best bit was meeting Anthony Jinman, the
lead explorer to Antarctica. We enjoyed following his
adventure in school and learning about penguins and
how animals have adapted to their environment. This
really inspired us that we can do anything we put our
minds to.
In Maths, we have smashed
multiplication and division learning and
lots of us are now confident with the
2, 3, 5 and 10 times tables.
As part of our ‘How are you?’ Topic, in PE we have
been learning our muscles and how different exercises
use different muscles. We practiced some simple
exercises to strengthen our muscles.

